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QFD for Service Industries
From Voice of Customer to Task Deployment

by Glenn H. Mazur
Japan Business Consultants, Ltd.
store [Akao, 1990]. More recently, Kaneko has been
integrating QFD, reliability, and quality circle activities
in hotels, shopping centers, and hospitals [Kaneko
1990a, 1990b, 1991, 1992].

Introduction
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) began more than
twenty years ago in Japan as a quality system focused
on delivering products and services that satisfy customers. To efficiently deliver value to customers, it is necessary to listen to the “voice” of the customer
throughout the product or service development process.
The late Dr. Shigeru Mizuno, Dr. Yoji Akao, and other
quality experts in Japan developed the tools and techniques of QFD and organized them into a comprehensive system to assure quality and customer satisfaction
in new products and services (see Figure 1) [Mizuno
and Akao 1993, Akao 1990].

Since 1990, the author has consulted with other service
organizations in distribution, education, personnel, finance, healthcare, repair, and retail businesses. Quality
Function Deployment has provided a structure for assuring quality and customer satisfaction in the otherwise fuzzy and intangible world of service.
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Since 1983, a number of leading North American firms
have discovered this powerful approach and are using it
with cross-functional teams and concurrent engineering
to improve their products and services, as well as the
design and development process itself [Akao 1983, Sullivan 1986, King, 1987]. The author used QFD in 1985
to develop his Japanese translation business, Japan
Business Consultants, and saw revenues increase
285% the first year, 150% the second year, and 215%
the third year. An update of his study is included in this
report. QFD was an integral part of Florida Power &
Light’s successful bid to become the first non-Japanese
Deming Prize recipient in 1990 [“Quality System Implementation...” 1988, Webb 1990]. It has been successfully applied in the U.S. healthcare industry since
1991 at the University of Michigan Medical Center
[Gaucher 1991] and Medical Center of Central Massachusetts [presented but unpublished report at the
Third Symposium on Quality Function Deployment
(Novi, MI: 1991) by L. Kelly].

first application

North Am eric a

Figure 1. History of QFD.
Originating in Japan over two decades ago, QFD is
the only comprehensive quality system for satisfying customers.

Early applications of QFD in service organizations in
Japan by Ohfuji, Noda, and Ogino in 1981 were for a
shopping mall, a sports complex, and a variety retail
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when only good players are left. For example, in the
automobile industry, despite the celebrated narrowing
of the “quality” (read that fit and finish) gap between
U.S. and Japanese makers, Japanese cars still win the
top honors in the J.D. Powers Survey of New Car Quality.

Why QFD for Services?
Increasing economic pressures from competition, government, and rapidly changing technology have forced
companies to ask more of fewer employees. Internal
company services such as personnel, accounting, information management, etc. are no longer ancillary activities, but have become critical processes in assuring end
customer satisfaction and in achieving organizational
objectives. How will they do this with ever diminishing
financial, time, and human resources?

Modern Quality Systems
QFD is quite different from traditional quality systems
which aim at minimizing negative quality (such as poor
service, inconsistency). With those systems, the best
you can get is nothing wrong - which we see is not
enough when all the players are good. In addition to
eliminating poor service, we must also maximize positive quality (such as fun, luxury). This creates value.

What about service oriented businesses? For example,
there are mounting pressures for healthcare reform that
will undoubtedly mean fewer people with fewer resources doing more for more customers. How will they
assure that the quality of healthcare will not suffer?

Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is the only comprehensive quality system aimed specifically at satisfying the customer. It concentrates on maximizing
customer satisfaction (positive quality) - measured by
metrics, such as return business and compliments. QFD
focuses on delivering value by seeking out both spoken
and unspoken needs, translating these into actionable
services, and communicating this throughout the organization. Further, QFD allows customers to prioritize
their requirements, tells us how we are doing compared
to our competitors, and then directs us to optimize those
aspects of our service that will bring the greatest competitive advantage. What business can afford to waste
limited financial, time and human resources on services
customers don’t want or where we are already the clear
leader?

What about small business? In Liberation Management
[Peters 1992, p.142], Tom Peters describes his personal
view of the consulting firm McKinsey & Company as
an organization with consultants (professionals) and
support staff (second-class citizens). As long as they
remain at McKinsey, they will never rise to top positions (partnership). For these support staff to become
first-class citizens, they must eventually join an organization that specializes in support activities (research,
duplicating services, desktop publishing, transcription,
etc.) where they can be “professionals” in their own
right. Peters sees a North America proliferating with
service firms electronically linked to their customers.
Why look to QFD to address the problems of services?
What can QFD do that is not already being done by traditional quality systems? In understanding QFD, it is
helpful to understand the differences between modern
and traditional quality systems.

Types of Requirements
To satisfy customers, we must understand how meeting
their requirements effects satisfaction. There are three
types of customer requirements to consider (see Figure
2) [Kano, et. al., 1984].

Nothing Wrong ≠ Anything Right
Traditional Quality Systems

Revealed Requirements are typically what we get by
just asking customers what they want. These requirements satisfy (or dissatisfy) in proportion to their presence (or absence) in the delivered service. Fast service
would be a good example. The faster (or slower) the
service, the more they like (or dislike) it.

Traditional approaches to assuring service quality often
focus on work standards [Love 1986], automation to
eliminate people, or in more enlightened organizations,
Quality Improvement Teams (QuITs?!) to empower
employees to solve problems.

Expected Requirements are often so basic the customer may fail to mention them - until we fail to deliver
them. They are basic expectations of the service, without which the service may cease to be of value; their

As manufacturers are finding out, however, consistency
and absence of problems is not a competitive advantage
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absence is very dissatisfying. Further, meeting these requirements often goes unnoticed by most customers.
For example, if an airplane takes off safely, passengers
barely notice it. If it fails to take off safely, dissatisfaction, though brief, is intense. Expected requirements
must be fulfilled.

tomer segments you wish to serve is critical to understanding their requirements.
Thus, eliminating service problems can be likened to
expected requirements. There is little satisfaction or
competitive advantage when nothing goes wrong. Conversely, great value can be gained by discovering and
delivering on exciting requirements ahead of the competition. QFD helps assure that expected requirements
don’t fall through the cracks and points out opportunities to build in excitement.

Exciting Requirements are difficult to discover. They
are beyond the customer’s expectations. Their absence
doesn’t dissatisfy; their presence excites. For example,
if champagne and caviar were served in coach class on
a flight from Detroit to Cleveland, passengers would be
ecstatic. If the fare were more mundane, passengers
would hardly complain. These are the things that wow
the customers and bring them back. Since customers are
not apt to be aware of these requirements, it is the responsibility of the service organization to explore customer problems and opportunities for new levels of
service.

The Keystone Customer
Many service organizations are part of a chain of customers. For example, an auto parts warehouse distributor purchases a muffler from a manufacturer and
redistributes it to a retailer who in turn sells it to a repair
facility who then installs it on a car driven by the customer’s wife. The retailer, the installer, and the customer are all part of a customer chain; they have
different needs and occasionally conflicting ones.

Kano’s model is also dynamic in that what excites us
today is expected tomorrow. That is, once introduced,
an exciting service will soon be imitated by the competition and customers will come to expect it from everybody. An example would be special long distance
telephone rates at certain hours. On the other hand, expected requirements can become exciting after a real or
potential failure. An example might be the passengers
applauding a pilot who has safely maneuvered a landing
despite severe weather conditions.

QFD can accommodate multiple customers. The first
step, though, is to uncover what I call the “keystone”
customer (see figure 3) [Mazur, 1993a]. Who ultimately
determines the success or failure of our service? Like
the keystone that holds a Roman arch in place, if we do
not satisfy this customer’s needs first, the whole customer chain can collapse. In our muffler example, I
think the keystone is the wife. If she is unhappy with
the sound or smell of her car after the new muffler is
installed, she may ask that it be checked again (time for
which the installer will not be paid), and if she is still

The Kano Model has an additional dimension regarding
which customer segments the target market includes.
For example, the champagne and caviar that might be
exciting in the coach section might be expected on the
New York to Paris Concord flight. Knowing which cus-

Satisfaction

Exciting
( unspok en)

Consumer

Revealed
Dealers

Requirement
Unfulfilled

Processors

Req uir emen t
Fu lfilled

M anufac turers

Distr ibutors

Expected
(un spoken)
Dissat isfaction

Figure 3. The Keystone Customer.
Who ultimately determines the success or failure of
our service?

Figure 2. The Kano Model (adapted).
World-class services must meet all three types of requirements - not just what the customer says.
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not satisfied, she may not want her car taken to that installer for other services. Conversely, if the keystone
customer is satisfied, good will and word-of-mouth advertising may result. In QFD, it is important that the
needs of the keystone customer be addressed first.
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and the priorities must be translated into responses by
the organization. The activities of each individual are
then developed accordingly so that they may concentrate on the vital few aspects of their job without constraint. In effect, we “pull out all the stops” to satisfy
our customers [Porter 1985]. This analysis, prioritization, translation, and participation by everyone is called
Quality Function Deployment.

Coherent Service Planning
Once customer requirements are obtained, they must be
translated into actionable plans and communicated
throughout the service organization. This requires analyzing the customer needs for expected and exciting requirements, designing and planning new services and
facilities, developing training programs, and finally implementing the new service. Traditional development
lacks the structure to communicate what matters most to
the customer and to align organizational components
and employees behind these critical requirements. Such
a system is incoherent and inefficient. Thus, more time
is spent correcting and adjusting customer complaints
than planning it right the first time (see Figure 4) [Zultner 1992].

What is QFD?
Yoji Akao, the man who developed Quality Function
Deployment from 1965 to 1967 with Katsuyo Ishihara
of Matsushita Electric, defines QFD as “a method for
developing a design quality aimed at satisfying the consumer and then translating the consumer’s demands into
design targets and major quality assurance points to be
used throughout the production stage” [Akao, 1990].
Change production to service and we might paraphrase
this to “a system and procedures to aid the plan and development of services and assure that they will meet or
exceed customer expectations” [Mazur 1993].

QFD is Coherent

“QFD is a philosophy for quality assurance” [Mizuno
and Akao, 1993], not merely a series of steps to follow.
The reduction of QFD to four phases in the West and
used by many practitioners has prompted Akao in the
introduction of his latest book to regret this “misapplication or incomplete use of QFD ... that often elevates
the mechanics of a product above customer satisfaction” [Mizuno and Akao 1993]. Rather, A comprehensive QFD system ”must reflect technology, reliability,
and cost considerations” (see Figure 6) [Akao 1990].

When constrained by financial, time, human, and other
resources, when faced with regulatory, competitive, and
other pressures, it is necessary to concentrate the best
efforts of all members of the organization on what matters most to the customer. It is necessary for these best
efforts to be aligned, or coherent. This way, each person
builds on and reinforces the efforts of others to deliver
what matters most to the customer (see Figure 5) [Mazur, 1983a]. The result is a superb service that exhibits
features that have the greatest value to the customer.

The name QFD expresses its true purpose, which is satisfying customers (Quality) by translating their needs
into a design and assuring that all organizational units

To do this, customer needs must be analyzed for unspoken requirements and prioritized. Then both the needs

Figure 5. Coherent Planning and Development.
QFD targets best efforts on value to the customer. For
equivalent effort, more value is received.

Figure 4. Incoherent Planning and Development.
Traditional planning and development fails to focus
best efforts. This is inherently inefficient, and dissatisfying.
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service process problems, and unvoiced customer requirements.
Hierarchy Diagrams also called tree diagrams or systematic diagrams are found throughout all QFD deployments to check for missing data, to align levels of
abstraction of the data, to diagram the why/how nature
of functions, and to diagram failures.

Organization

Matrices and Tables are used to examine two or more
dimensions in a deployment. Common types include
relationships matrix, prioritization matrices, and responsibility matrices.

Deploy-

Process Decision Program Diagrams (PDPC) are
used to analyze potential failures of new processes and
services.

Figure 6. Comprehensive QFD is a System.
QFD systematizes the improvement of quality, technology, cost, and reliability of both the service itself
and the process of planning and delivering it.

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is used to prioritize a set of requirements and to select from among
many alternatives to meet those requirements. This
method employs pairwise comparisons on hierarchically organized elements to produce a very accurate set
of priorities [Saaty 1990, Tone and Manabe 1990].

(Function) work together to systematically break down
their activities into finer and finer detail that can be
quantified and controlled (Deployment).

The Tools of Service QFD
Blueprinting is a tool used to depict and analyze all the
processes involved in providing a service [George and
Gibson 1991]. A variant of the diagrams used in
time/motion studies.

While traditional quality tools were developed to handle
quantitative data, a new set of tools were created to handle the more qualitative language and relationships often associated with nonmanufacturing activities
[Mizuno 1988, Brassard 1989, Ozeki and Asaka 1990,
Mazur 1992b]. The tools aid process reengineering for
improving existing services, as well.

The Deployments of Service QFD
Organization Deployment. This is used to map the
QFD steps to the different organizational functions such
as the President, Marketing and Planning, Development, Training, Customer Service, etc. It shows who is
responsible for what activities and when during the
service planning and development process. Often, it is
used with a responsibility matrix to clarify organizational roles [Mizuno and Akao 1993, Nakui and Terninko 1992, Chalmers 1992]. This deployment is often
ignored in the West, although ironically, in Japan it proceeded any of the matrix deployments. It is highly recommended that Organization Deployment be done
before QFD is applied to a specific service, so that the
necessary team players understand their respective
roles, activities, and schedules. Tools: Flow Chart, Matrix. (See Figure 7.)

Matrix Data Analysis Charts are used to present the
results of multivariate analysis of data. Particularly for
customer segmentation, techniques such as conjoint
analysis, cluster analysis, factor analysis, multiple regression analysis, and other techniques are useful when
substantial quantitative customer data exists. This is the
most mathematically sophisticated quality tool.
Affinity Diagrams are used to surface the“deep structure” in voiced customer requirements. This rightbrained tool is generally produced by the KJ Method™
developed by cultural anthropologist Jiro Kawakita
[Kawakita 1986]. Team members can directly elicit customers natural organization of requirements. Also,
makes a good first step for creating hierarchy diagrams.

Customer Deployment. This is the deployment of organizational goals (profit, utilization rate, etc.) into core
competencies (skills, location, etc.) into customer attrib-

Relations Diagrams also called interrelationship digraphs can be used to discover priorities, root causes of
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Figure 7. Organization Deployment. The Quality Design Process Chart defines organizational responsibilities
as well as determining which matrices, tables, etc. get done by whom and when.

utes (high disposable income, impulse buyers, etc.) into
target customer segments (Yuppies, Dinks, seniors,
etc.). This helps tailor our service to the needs of those
customers who can best help us achieve our goals. Unlike mass produced products, services often focus on
niche markets. Tools: AHP, Matrix, Matrix Data
Analysis Charts.

targets. Tools: Affinity Diagram, Hierarchy Diagram
(Function Tree), Relationships Matrix.

Voice of Customer Deployment. These tables are used
to record raw customer data, use characteristics, and
separate the different types of service attributes, such as
demanded quality, consistency, reliability, safety, etc.
These tables are also used to uncover unspoken customer needs such as expected and exciting requirements. Tools: Tables.

Process Deployment. This is used to diagram the current and reengineered processes. Tools: Blueprinting.

Reliability Deployment. This is used to identify and
prevent failures of critical customer requirements.
Tools: Hierarchy Diagram (Fault Tree), PDPC, Relationships Matrix.

New Concept Deployment. This is used in conjunction
with Quality Improvement Stories (a structured problem
solving approach), to select a new process which will
best satisfy customer needs [King 1987, 1989, Imai
1986, Hosotani 1992, Ozeki et.al. 1990]. Tools: Blueprinting, Concept Selection Matrix. QI Story.

Quality Deployment. This is used to translate customer
demanded quality and priorities into measurable service
quality attributes such as accuracy, responsiveness, atmosphere, privacy, etc. Targets can then be set for these
attributes so that customer satisfaction can be assured.
Tools: Affinity Diagram, Hierarchy Tree, Prioritization
Matrix, Tables, AHP.

Task Deployment. This is used to break down critical
jobs into tasks and steps. It identifies what the tasks and
steps are, who does them, where they do them, when,
how, how well (measurable standard), with what equipment, required training and skills, and personality and
human relations. The task deployment table can be
sorted to yield valuable information such as job descriptions, schedules, floor plans, standards, equipment and
training requirements [Mizuno and Akao 1993, Mazur
1992a]. Tools: Blueprinting, Table.

Function Deployment. This is used to identify functional areas of the organization that are critical to performing tasks that must achieve the quality attribute
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twelve QFD articles that contained some of the most
complicated charts I had ever seen, covering a variety
of industries from tractors, to construction, to software.
Given the time constraints and a lack of technical
knowledge of these varied industries, I knew my wife,
Mayumi, and I could not do it alone. We needed more
people who had the same language skills as us.

Case Study: Japan Business
Consultants, Ltd.
In 1982, while a part-time MBA student and a full time
automotive warehouse manager, the University of
Michigan asked me to participate in a Joint U.S.-Japan
Automotive Studies Project as a translator and interpreter. I did this part time until my graduation in 1984.
In 1985, I received an interpreting job from Ford’s
American Supplier Institute to work with a former Toyota quality specialist name Akira Fukuhara when he
taught some obscure subject called QFD. Over the ensuing three years, I spent several weeks each year interpreting for Mr. Fukuhara as he taught this methodology
to the Big Three and many of their key suppliers.

Fortunately, I had been applying QFD to my business
and when this new opportunity arose, I had the tools to
analyze the situation. By understanding Bob’s needs,
Dr. Akao’s needs, and most importantly, the needs of
GOAL's students, we were able to complete the translation of what eventually was republished as a 369 page
book [Akao 1990]. What follows is an update of this,
the first application of QFD to a service in the U.S.

Customer Deployment
In 1984, I knew the translation business was for me. But
finding enough business for what was still a minor language was difficult. I needed to pursue customers that
would bring success. The first step was to define success, which I will call organization goals. Since not all
goals were of equal importance, it was necessary to prioritize them. Since I did not know the Analytic Hierar-

In 1986, I had the pleasure to finally meet the two men
who created QFD, Drs. Mizuno and Akao. In 1987, Dr.
Akao was invited by Bob King of GOAL to teach QFD
in Massachusetts. Just two weeks before the start of a
five-day seminar, after Bob asked me to translate some
QFD material, Dr. Akao began faxing over a series of
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chy Process at that time,
I had to guess. I will
demonstrate it here (see
Figure 9).

Japan Business Consultants, Ltd.
Organization Goals
vs
Core Competencies
Z0-b Matrix

WHATs vs. HOWs
Strong Relationship:
Medium Relationship:
Weak Relationship:

9
3
1

Organization Goals
Financial independence (Fortune)
Exploit expertise (Fame)
Control of time
Gain knowledge

49.5
39.4
4.6
6.5
800
209
355
459
503
177

 

symbols indicate the
strength of the relationship which is multiplied
by the row weights. The
resulting product is
added for each column
and normalized to a percentage at the bottom to
yield which of my core
competencies was most
exploitable (see Figure
10).

32
8
14
18
20
7

Abs. Wt.



Core Comp. Wt.
(c) 1993 Glenn Mazur

Figure 10. Organizational Goals / Core Competencies Matrix.
This matrix indicates that my Japanese language and teaching skills
could be the most helpful. Sounds like an interpreter’s job.

Finally, I created a matrix between my now prioritized core competencies and
the types of customers I could pursue (see Figure 11.)
This lead me to look for business with Japanese sales
FI

Ex

1

2

7

Exploit areas of
expertise (Ex)

1/2

1

9

Control my time.
(Tim)

1/7 1/9

1

Learn new
knowledge. (Ln)

1/7 1/9

2

Gain financial
independence (FI)

Priorities (AHP)

Core Competencies
Japanese language (BA)
Business knowledge (MBA)
Automotive experience (10 yrs)
Service experience (7 yrs)
Teaching experience (3 yrs)
Access to Jpn experts

Last Updated: 16 May 93
c:\qfd\jbcqfd\capdata\jbcz0b

The next step was to determine which of my
skills (core competencies) could be best exploited to achieve my
goals. A relationships
matrix was set up using
my goals and their priorities as inputs in the
rows and my core competencies as outputs in
the columns. The

June 20-22, 1993

Totals 1.79 3.22

Tim Ln

people coming to the U.S. to sell to the Big Three and
with experts coming to teach Japanese quality and management. In fact, this is still the mainstay of our translation business eight years later.

Normalize Columns Sum

%

7

0.56 0.63 0.37 0.4 1.96

0.49

9

0.28 0.31 0.47 0.51 1.57

0.39

1/2 0.08 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.19
1

19 17.5

0.08 0.03 0.11 0.06 0.28
1

1

1

1

4

0.05
0.07
1

Figure 9. AHP of Organizational Goals. AHP uses pairwise comparisons
and ratio scales to calculate priorities. [Saaty 1990].
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Voice of Customer
Deployment
Once my target customers were
selected, the next step was to
find out what they wanted.
Having worked already with
Fukuhara and Akao, it was evident they liked the US. With
the GOAL seminar, it was getting the translations done on
time that was most critical.
These and other customer requirements needed to be ana-
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lyzed for additional requirements using the Voice of
Customer Tables (see Figures 12 a and b) [Ohfuji, et. al.
1990, Nakui 1991]. In VOCT Part 1, the voice “People
want to hear what I have to say” is examined in terms of
the use the client will have of my service. I discovered
underlying requirements, “My message is accepted.”
and “I am asked to return often.” In VOCT Part 2, the
reworded data or requirements are sorted by categories
that will later be used to position them in the appropriate matrix deployment. If this were not done, then our
matrices would be a jumble of different data and the
resulting priorities would misleading. The Voice of
Customer Tables were devised to avoid this problem,
which Dr. Akao lamented about earlier.

Voice of
Customer

Use

Reworded Data

People want to Salesmen, teach- My message is
hear what I have ers coming to do accepted.
to say.
business.
I am asked to
return often.
Work done in 2
weeks.

Teaching class.

Work done in 2
weeks.

Figure 12a. Voice of Customer Table - Part 1 (partial).

Demanded
Quality

Quality
Attributes

Function / Task

My message is
accepted.
I build ongoing
relationships.

Return often.

My deadlines
are met.

Done in 2
weeks.

Do work.

Figure 12b. Voice of Customer Table - Part 2 (partial).

Japan Business Consultants, Ltd.
Core Competencies
vs
Customer Segments

9
3
1

Core Competencies
Japanese language (BA)
Business knowledge (MBA)
Automotive experience (10 yrs)
Service experience (7 yrs)
Teaching experience (3 yrs)
Access to Jpn experts

My
reputation
is
enhanced.

Core Comp. Wt.

WHATs vs. HOWs
Strong Relationship:
Medium Relationship:
Weak Relationship:

Customer Segments
Automotive industry
Exporters
Management consultants
Translation agencies
Government
Japanese in U.S.

Date: 16 May 93
c:\qfd\jbcqfd\capdata\COMPCUST

I build
ongoing
relationships.

Abs. Wt.

287
135
320
385
55
434

Cust. Seg. Wt.

18
8
20
24
3
27

32
8
14
18
20
7

My deadlines
are met.

(c) 1993 Glenn Mazur

Figure 11. Core Competencies / Customer Segments.
Pursue Japanese coming to the U.S.

Purpose
accomplished.
My message
is accepted.
I understand
others
accurately.

Figure 13. Affinity Diagram for Demanded Quality.
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When using Part 2, we should look for additional demanded quality items for use in our next deployment.
Demanded quality items are the imprecise words that
describe what it takes to satisfy the customer. Quality
attributes are the measurable aspects of a service like
frequency, turnaround time, etc. When we encounter
these, we should ask “Why is this important to the cus-

June 20-22, 1993

tomer?” Here, I found that my clients wanted to build
ongoing relationships (in italics) and that deadlines
were met (in italics).
All the demanded qualities were then grouped using the
Affinity Diagram (see Figure 13). The hierarchy tree is
not shown. The demanded qualities became the input

Translation Service
Demanded Quality
vs
Quality Attributes
(House of Quality)

Unit of Measurement

Sales Point

Absolute Wt.

Demanded Quality Wt.

2
2

4
3

4 1.33
5 1.67

1.2
1.2

4.8
10.0

26
53

2
2

4
3

2
2

3
3

4 1.00
3 1.00

1.0
1.0

2.0
2.0

11
11

3
75
10

5 128
10 251
8 217

Improvement Ratio

Competitor U

3
3

Target

Competitor S

3
5

0
33
8

18
23
21
10
5
10
10
90
2
3

3
50
10

Target

#Courses 3
%Customs 75
FleschGr
11

Competitor U

6
8
75
1
1

Competitor S

9
8
90
5
2

Our Current Performance

20
24
100
7
3

Quality Attribute Wt.

Pg/day
Hrs/day
%
# Visits
#Repeats

Absolute Weight

479
587
555
262
128

My reputation is enhanced.
I build ongoing relationships.
My deadlines are met.
Purpose accomplished.
My message is accepted.
I understand others accurately.

Current Service

9
3
1

Importance Rating

WHATs vs. HOWs
Strong Relationship:
Medium Relationship:
Weak Relationship:

Time
Turnaround time
Availability
On-time rate
Return visit rate
Repetition of message
Expertise
Subject matter expertise
Social expertise
Language expertise

Date: 02 Jun 93
c:\qfd\jbcqfd\capdata\JBCA1_3

(c) 1993 Glenn Mazur

Figure 14. The House of Quality.
The House of Quality consists of the Demanded Qualities, the Quality Planning Table, the Service Quality Attributes, the relationships matrix that transfers the Demanded Quality Weights into Service Quality Attribute
Weights. At the bottom is a quantitative comparison of these attributes for my company and two of my competitors. Targets are set to exceed my competitors for the most highly weighted attributes (most critical).
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rows to what is called the “House of Quality” matrix, so
named by Mr. Sawada of Toyota Auto Body for its
many rooms and occasional roof (see Figure 14).

The next step is to translate the Demanded Quality
items into measurable Service quality Attributes. In
QFD, assuring quality is a main objective and unless
something is measurable, it cannot be assured. Demanded Quality items cannot be measured directly. For
example, how would you measure “My message is accepted?” We have no gauge for acceptability. We must
find a substitute that is measurable, “Return Visit Rate,”
for example. We call these substitutes Service Quality
Attributes. Common ones are volume, convenience, responsiveness, efficiency, privacy, etc. [Brown 1991].

The rightmost room of the House of Quality is called
the Quality Planning Table. It is here that customer priorities, competitive assessments, and company objectives are factored in to produce an overall weight. The
Importance rating column is a scale of 1-5 with 5 being
most important to the customer. Based on my discussions with clients, meeting deadlines was far and away
the most important quality requirement for a translation
service. Conventional wisdom might suggest that accuracy, no mistakes, would be the most important. Sure
enough, it is. In QFD, however, no mistakes is one of
those expected requirements; we call this reliability, and
as Figure 8 shows, it will have a deployment all to itself. Were we to include reliability and other expected
requirements in the House of Quality, they would overpower all the satisfying and exciting requirements during the prioritization process. The result would be a
service that had nothing wrong but not necessarily anything right.

The Service Quality Attributes are also grouped with an
Affinity Diagram and Hierarchy Tree (not shown) and
are entered in the columns of the House of Quality. I
then examined each Demanded Quality to see which
Quality Attributes could help me measure it. If a relationship existed, I noted the strength of the relationship
with a symbol,  for strong,  for medium, and  for
weak. As in Figure 10, the Demanded Quality Weights
were multiplied by a value for the symbols (9, 3, 1) and
the products (not shown due to software representation)
were summed to give the absolute weight at the bottom
of the House of Quality. These were then normalized to
give the Quality Attribute Weights.

The next three columns in the Quality Planning Table
compare my existing service with my competitors. For
“deadlines,” given the GOAL project I was facing, no
one would be good enough. Still, since this was the
most critical demanded quality, I chose to set a target of
5, the best, on the same scale as before. Dividing where
I want to be (5) by where I was (3), I calculated an Improvement ratio of 1.67. The Sales Point is another
weighting factor that reflects the direction that the organization wants to head. I chose a medium value of
1.2. The absolute weight was calculated by multiplying
the Importance Rating x the Improvement Ratio x the
Sales Point (5x1.67x1.2 = 10.0) The absolute weights
for all the Demanded Qualities were summed and each
one divided into the sum and multiplied by 100 to yield
a percentage, which is called the Demanded Quality
Weight.

I then compared my measurable performance level for
the most critical attributes with my competitors, as best
as I could measure based on what clients told me. The
most critical areas dealt with the time I could be available to translate this mammoth project. Since the maximize time was two weeks, I set a daily target of
working 24 hours a day. Right away, my wife pointed
out a problem! I encountered what is called a technical
bottleneck. To solve this bottleneck required further deployment and analysis.

Function Deployment
I looked at the functions that I currently performed and
that I would need to perform to satisfy my clients. I
used a fishbone diagram (no sub-bones) with the Demanded Quality as the head and functions as the bones.
For “My deadlines are met” functions such as “Manage
Communications” and “Output data” were determined.
These were organized into a function tree. A second
matrix was created with the Quality Attributes, their priorities and targets from the House of Quality as the input rows and the function tree as the output columns

This number represents the priority of each Demanded
Quality based on Customer need, Competitive performance, and the objectives of the Company. I call these
the 3 Cs. These weights tell us not to concentrate on
things that don’t matter much to customers or where we
are already ahead of the competition. They focus us on
areas where we are not meeting customer needs and
where our competition is better. This is one of the efficiencies of QFD - put your efforts where they will have
the greatest impact on the customer.
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(see Figure 15). Relationships were analyzed and the
priorities transferred as in the House of Quality.
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ess, I wanted to clarify possible failures so I could avoid
them in the process reengineering. I created a matrix
with Demanded Quality items as input rows and potential failures as output columns (see Figure 16). This revealed that lateness and mistakes were critical failures.
This caused me to consider an extra edit step in any
new process I might try.

The most critical function was “Translate written information” and the Quality Attribute Target of 24 hours
per day was translated into a function target of n words
per hour per person. I examined our current translating
process of each person working on a project by themselves and realized that it was not possible to reach our
target of n with this method. Before changing the proc-

Translation Service
Quality Attributes
vs
Functions

Unit of Measurement

18
23
21
10
5

20
24
100
7
3

Pg/day
Hrs/day
%
# Visits
#Repeats

5
10
8

3
75
11

#Courses
%Customs
FleschGr

4 134
4 114

14 432

22
16
12
6

Call 1/week
Before meeting

Any type & time

n wrd/hr/person
2 people/client
Any format
3 hours

660
474
357
182

7 205
6 169

Function Wt.

100% preview
100% explain

Absolute Wt.

9 279

Time
Turnaround time
Availability
On-time rate
Return visit rate
Repetition of message
Expertise
Subject matter expertise
Social expertise
Language expertise

Target

9
3
1

Quality Characteristic Wt.

WHATs vs. HOWs
Strong Relationship:
Medium Relationship:
Weak Relationship:

Manage Client
Manage travel
Manage communications
Communicate customer issues to client
Communicate client benefits to customer
Advocate client/subject
Solicit customers for client
Introduce subject matter to customer
Manage Information
Input data
Process data
Translate written information
Interpret spoken information
Output data
Study subject matter

Date: 30 May 93
c:\qfd\jbcqfd\capdata\JBCA2

100% air & grnd

Function Targets

(c) 1993 Glenn Mazur

Figure 15. Service Quality Attributes / Function Matrix.
This matrix transfers Quality Attribute priorities and targets into Function priorities and targets.
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Translating Service
Demanded Quality
vs
Failure Modes

9
3
1

My reputation is enhanced.
I build ongoing relationships.
My deadlines are met.
Purpose accomplished.
My message is accepted.
I understand others accurately.

Demanded Quality Wt.

WHATs vs. HOWs
Strong Relationship:
Medium Relationship:
Weak Relationship:

Insulting
Inappropriate dress
Inappropriate language
Bad attitiude
Late
Mistakes
Boring

Date: 30 May 93
c:\qfd\jbcqfd\capdata\JBCD1

26
53

Absolute Wt.

11
217
119
479
428
262

Failure Mode Wt.

1
14
8
32
28
17

11
11

(c) 1993 Glenn Mazur

Figure 16. Demanded Quality / Failure Modes Matrix.

New Concept Deployment

Current

Concept 1

Concept 2
Customer Request

Keeping in mind my potential failure modes, I began experimenting with using multiple people on a
team, new technology like transcribers, machine
translation, remote translators linked by fax and
modem, etc. I created a New Concept Matrix with
the key functions, priorities and targets as the row
inputs and the new concepts as the column outputs,
based on work done by Bob King and modeled after
Stuart Pugh. (see Figure 17) [King 1987, 1989].
The + mean better than the current method, - means
worse, and S means the same. I then selected the
best process that would perform the functions at
their targets, was least costly, and least prone to errors. This was Concept 2 which used “new” technology: a transcriber so I could dictate the editing
for a more natural sounding English.

Customer Request

Customer Request

Capable?

Capable?

No

REcommend other

Capable?

No

No

Hire new translato,
typist, editor

Hire new translator

Divide task
Yes
Yes

Yes

Divide work

Divide work

Translate

Translate
Translate

Key Func- Wt Target
tion

Send finsihed work
back

Edit Tyoe Redit
Send finsihed work
back

Send finsihed work
back

Translate

22 n w/h/p

S

+

Interpret

16 2/p/c

S

S

Input Data

14 Any

S

+

S

36

Sum Wt. +

Figure 17. Key Function / New Concept Matrix.
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Engineering and others have been translated by us via
this process.

Task Deployment
The final step was to outline the necessary tasks, who
would do what, when, where, how much, etc. Figure 18
is a portion of that. Though not required here, the Task
Deployment Chart can be sorted by its categories as follows to create other useful documents.
What

Process Flow

Who

Job Description

When

Schedule

Where

Floor Plan

How

Equipment List
Training/Skill Requirements
Personality Requirements
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